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ABSTRACT

A unified theory of noise generation and amplification by
turbulent combustion of premixed fuel and liquid fuel droplets
has been developed within the framework of the fluid mechanics
of the reacting gas. The overall sound generation processes
have been classified in terms of the sound due to an isolated
turbulent flame and that due to the interaction of a flame with
its environment in a typical combustor. The analysis has been
focused on, (i) the far field noise characteristics, and (ii)
the mechanism of sound generation, dispersion, and transmission
in the vicinity of an open flame. The acoustic intensity
generated by a turbulent premixed flame is found to be a
function of the relevant aerothermochemical parameters and the
flame structural factor, expressed in terms of six double
correlation functions characterizing the flame structure.
Explicit expressions for the sound intensities are obtained
based on a Wrinkled flame model and a Distributed reaction
model. Noise generated by liquid droplets are classified in
terms of intrinsic and turbulent driven noise components.
The intensity of the intrinsic noise is found to be inversely
proportional to the fourth power of the mean life time of the
droplet. The noise amplification by acoustic instability
contributes significantly to the combustion noise in high
performance ducted spray combustors.

The near field study reveals (i) two different aerothermo-
chemical roles played by steady and non-steady heat release
rate with regard to the sound generation, and (ii) the condi-
tions for the resonant oscillation and the self-sustained
oscillation of the sound wave.
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NOMENCLATURE

a = speed of sound

A = nondimensional speed of sound or constant defined
by Eq. (111)

An = constant in the solution of pressure fl,.ctuation

B = constant defined by Eq. (111)
thBk = constant in the frequency factor for the k reaction

B = constant in the solution of pressure fluctuation
n

C = constant in the expression of the ratio of turbulent
burning speed to that of laminar burning speed

C = constant defined by Eq. (111)

C = constant in the solution of pressure fluctuationn
d = diameter of a droplet

D = constant in the solution of pressure fluctuationn t
Ek = activation energy for the kth reaction

f = non-dimensional number density of droplet

fnj = inhomogeneous function appears in Eq. (20)

F = wave function defined by Eq. (33) or constant defined
by Eq. (112)

= function defined by Eq. (28)

--nj =- inhomogeneous function appearing in Eq. (19)

G = constant defined by Eq. (112)
hi  = specific enthalpy of species i

hnj = inhomogeneous function appearing in Eq. (18)

H = constant defined by Eq. (112)

AH = heat of reaction

I sound intensity

k = rate constant

K = function defined by Eq. (35) or kernel defined by
Eq. (93)

Knj - inhomogeneous function appearing in Eq. (17)

Z = flame thickness

L = linear differential operator defined by Eq. (21) or
constant defined by Eq. (112), or latent heat of
vaporization

m = mass of a droplet

= mass burning rate of a dzoplet
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M = Mach number

17i = chemical symbol for species i

n = number density of droplets

N = matrix defined by Eq. (91) or reference number density
of droplets

p = pressure

= effective rate of heat release defined by Eq. (8),
or by Eq. (86)

= nondimensional radial coordinate

Re = Reynolds number

= gas constant

= double correlation function

s burning speed or specific entropy

S.. = flame structural factor

= fluctuating rate of heat release appearing in Eq. (86)

t = time

T = temperature

u = velocity component in axial direction

U = constant defined by Eq. (112)

v = velocity component in transverse direction

v = velocity vector

V = matrix defined by Eq. (91), or velocity

w = rotational velocity component

W = molecular weight

X = Mole fraction

y = mass fraction

Greek symbols
ak  = exponent determining the temperature dependence of

the frequency factor for the kth reaction

= a constant defined by Eq. (56a)

y = ratio of specific heats

r = constant defined by Eq. (53b)

C = reaction progress variable

= nondimensional radial coordinate defined by Eq. (23)

= nondimensional radial coordinate defined by Eq. (22)
or nondimensional diameter of droplet

= nondimensional temperature
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= wage length

Xn = constant defined by Eq, (66)

A = nondi;ensional parameter defined by (AH)Sb/cpTIU1
P = nondimensional droplet burning rate

v = kinematic viscosity

E = nondimensional radial coordinate =A/kf
p = gas density

= nondimensional time

= velocity potential

= rate of energy dissipation per unit volume of gas

x = propellant response function

S= parametrix appearing in Eq. (24)

i = rate of production of species i

= nondimensional quantity defined by ln p/p0



1. Introduction

The mechanisms of noise generation by combustion processes
are being studied in depth, since a detailed understanding of
these processes is a key to providing a description of the
overall noise in the combustors of various environmental,
industrial, and aerospace applications. A qualitative class-
ification of combustion noise, based on typical frequency
spectra, reveals random noise, registered by the rough burn-
ing in either premixed or diffusion flames, superposed on
noise at selected frequencies. The selected frequencies may
be caused by physico-chemical interactions occurring between
the acoustic field and the system, including the fuel injec-
tors, flame holders, and the flame enclosure, which may have
been excited by components of the random fluctuations in the
flame. While the selected frequency noise can be eliminated,
to some extent, by appropriate designs of the combustor
system, the suppression of random noise appears to be more
complicated. These two noise fields are both induced by ncn-
steady heat release in the burning processes, and therefore,
together comprise combustion noise.

Previous studies of the random noise generated by turbu-
lent flames have been made by several investigators, includi.g
Smith and Kilham [1], Hurle, et at [2], and Giammar and
Putnam [3]. Excellent correlation between the sound pressure
and the emission intensity of C2 and Ch in the ethylene-air
premixed flames [21 demonstrates the intrinsic nature of the
turbulent driven random noise that is basically different
from the sound generated at selected frequencies. Experimental
studies of sound generated at selected frequency bands,
provoked by fuel injectors, or air entrainment in the combus-
tor, has been reported by Dance and Sutherland [4]. Recent
experimental studies with a ducted burner conducted by the
Princeton group, (Abdelhamid, et al, [5]), revealed strong
unsteady combustion-cavity coupling resulting in intense noise.
Indeed, the noise generation by the interaction of non-steady
combustion with its enclosure constitutes a significant pro-
blem with respect to core engine noise. Basic theory on the
generation 3nd amplification of noise by combustion environ-
mental interaction is well summarized by the books published
by Gaydon and Wolfhard [6], and Markstein [7].

Examination of the far field noise patterns has established
the empirical fact that the source of combustion noise is of
monopole type, for joth nremixed and diffusion flames. This
observation led to the *uen, .aenological theory of Bragg [8]
which describes the fla:..e in terms of monopole sources. The
acoustic power and thermo-acoustic efficiencies are also
obtained from phenomenological reasoning, with resulting good
agreement with experimental data.



Another approach to the problem was taken by Strahle [9]
who adopted Lighthill's formalism for a noise field predic-
tion. The first decisively important factor was the overall
description of the turbulent flame to be used for the evalu-
ation of the volume integral expressing the monopole sound
field. Using the wrinkled flame model developed by Karlovitz
[10] and others, Strahle nroposed an acoustic power scaling
rule similar to that of Bragg but differeing in two ways,
namely, (i) appropriate pairing of the exponents appear on the
gas speed and the flame speed, U4 -3Sr+3q, and (ii) intro-
duction of the scale of turbulence appropriately powered,
£2+r , in deference to the phenomenological wrinkled flame
model which has large scale turbulence. The exponents, r ,

and q , appearing in the scaling rule are functions of the
Reynolds number and their numerical values are to be deter-
mined from the experimental data. While the introduction of
these empirical factors is most attractive from the practical
point of view, the underlying physical concept of the correla-
tion is less clear.

The 3caling rule for turbulent flames, based on the model
of the distributed reaction by Summerfield et al [11] has
also been used by Strahle. There is, however, reason to
believe that the result thus obtained has limited applicabil-
ity because of simplifying approximations made in the analysis.

In the present paper, a general formalistic approach to
combustion noise is developed with the basic physical descrip-
tions being retained at a sophisticated level, and the
bifurcation in the physical as well as mathematical perceptor
being postponed until the latest possible stage. The first
part of the paper is concerned with (1) qualitative and quanti-
tative descriptions of the monopole noise sources of turbulent
flames, the far field noise characteristics of these sources;
and (2) qualitative studies of the generation and the trans-
mission of sound waves in the near field, i.e., in the vicinity
of the flame. The principal result of the present investiga-
tion of flame noise is that an explicit far field noise
expression can be formulated without specifying the structure
of the flame. The indispensable feature of the analytical
step is the derivation of the wave equation for the reacting
gas in the most general termc- The wave equation obtained
reveals the fact that the heat release rate contributes to
the generation of sound and to the dispersion of the sound
wave. Further, on investigating the effect of steady and non-
steady heat release, it is evident that the non-steady and
non-homogeneous fluctuation of the heat release in the turbu-
lent flame produces six dominant sources contributing far
field acoustic power. These six sources are represented by
double correlation functions obtained from the fluctuating
gas velocity, time derivative, and spatial derivatives of the
fluctuating heat release rate together with the weighting
factors comprised of steady state gas velocity and the spatial
derivatives of heat release rate. One of these six correla-
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tion functions is identical to the acoustic power expression
obtained by Strahle. It may be emphasized that the sum of
these correlation functions appears explicitely in the
scaling rule, and is termed the flame structural factor in
view of its physical significance. This factor has been
used in the scaling rules of Bragg and Strahle but the com-
plete physical implication of the factor in reference to the
flame structure has not been recognized. The present theory
yields an intrinsic structural factor which may be evaluated
by an experimental survey of the flame.

While the general characteristics of the far field noise
can be prescribed by the correlation functions obtained from
the formal asymptotic solution of the wave equation for the
reacting gas, the detailed mechanisms of the near field sound
generation and dispersion can also be exdmined within the flame
and its vicinity by the solution of the wave equation.

The near field problem is of particular interest in
reference to the question of detailed acoustic phenomena rela-
tive to imposing turbulence, the aerothermochemical structure
of the flame, effects of the flame holder, or upstream condi-
tion, and the condition for the resonant acoustic oscillation.

The elucidatibn of these phenomena stems from the consid-
eration in retrospect to the potential acoustic roles which
non-steady, non-homogeneous heat release plays. Indeed, the
self-contained linearized analysis could account for these
intricate phenomena through simplified one-dimensional steady
flame structure superpesed by three dimensional turbulent
fluctuations. The near field analysis has been conducted on
the open flame of known flame structure, inclusive of steady
and turbulent properties.

While some research has been aimed at obtaining an under-
standing of the noise generation by turbulent flames, little
is known about the generation of noise by liquid spray combus-
tion which is the most common mode of combustion in commercial
applications. Liquid spray combustion is characterized by
various complicated non-steady phenomena occurring concurrently
in a two phase system. The result of these various forms of
non-steadiness is the fluctuation in heat release at thie
frequency of the dominant mode of unsteadiness. The second
part of this paper includes results of an investigation of
the noise generation by liquid spray combustion. A detailed
analysis reveals the non-steadiness in the combustion of
droplets in a time scale of the order of magnitude of the
droplet life time, generates sound. Furthermore, the turbu-
lent fluctuation alters the burning rate and the number
density of the droplets, and thus generates sound. The
acoustic instability in the liquid spray combustor could
yield higher rates of transfer from the reacting system to the
acoustic field and thereby contributes significant sound out
put. The mechanism of sound generation originated by

3



chemical instability is of particular interest in view of
the fact that the fluctuating reaction is the basic source
of sound. The existing analysis is extended to consider
the effect of the temperature fluctuation in the stability of
a homogeneous reacting gas system. The analysis yields a
basic correlation between the sound intensity and the chemi-
cal parameters, including rate constants and heats of
formation of reacting species.
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2 Theoretical Consideration and Mathematical Formulation

2.1 Theoretical Consideration

The analytical procedure adopted in the present study is
aimed at two basic objectives of primary interest in combus-
tion generated noise.

The first objective is the identification and quantita-
tive description of noise emitting mechanisms from various
combustion processes, including homogeneous and non-homogene-
ous burning, premixed and diffusion flames, open or enclosed
flames. The salient feature common to these various noise
emitting mechanisms and noise amplifying combustion processes
is that the sound generation is attributed to the non-steady
intercoupling between various aerothermochemical modes excited
in the combustion zone. To be specific, the non-steady exo-
thermic and endothermic reactions generate random noise, and
steady combustion in the presence of pressure and velocity
fluctuations result in noise amplification. It is evident
that a detailed knowledge of the intercoupling between vari-
ous modes, namely, acoustic,entropy dnd vortex modes in the
combustion zone is essential in the identification and the
quantitative description of the noise sources. For this
specific reason the modal study developed by Chu and Kovasznay
[12] may be extended to the burning zone characterized by

rapid heat release and gas expansion.

It may be pointed out that the identification and the
estimation of the sound sources is further complicated by
interactions of the flame with the environment, including ducts,
bluff bodies, fuel injectors, and any components capable of
responding acoustically or aerodynamically with the combustion
system. The subject is of great practical importance in the
overall assessment of engine core noise on which active re-
search efforts are currently underway. The analytical pro-
blems there consist of sound generation, transmission and
reflection in an environment with appropriate boundary condi-
tions. General mathematical techniques for the problem of
non-reacting gases were developed in the past, however, with
the exception of acoustic instability in a rocket combustion
chamber, little effort has been devoted in synthesizing noise
generation, amplification, and transmission in ducted combustors.

The second objective of the study is the prediction of
the far field intensity of the sound generated by combustion
system. The analytical schemes for the open flame and ducted
flame are different in several ways.

The evaluation of the far field sound intensity of open
flames is complicated by the non-isothermal zone and the non-
isentropicity prevailing in the burning zone. In view of these

5



two physical complexities, Lighthill's theory may be applied
only with reservations. An alternative approach adopted in
the present analysis, however, is the method of multi-inter-
vals, frequently used in fluid mechanical problems. T?.s
method offers a self-consistent procedure of predicting
pressure fluctuations in three zones; namely, the burning
zone, the non-isothermal layer and the environment. Solutions
in these tree zones are matched by appropriate techniques for
the prevailing physical conditions. The mathematical tech-
nique for the prediction of the far field noise of an open
flame is illustrated in section 3.

Experimental and analytical investigation of the sound
intensity from dacted combustors has been investigated by the
Princeton group. The experimental correlation of the internal
pressure fluctuation and the far field sound pressure level
agrees well with the theoretical prediction with the correc-
tion accommodating the non-isothermal environment.

In addition to the ;rime objectives stipulated above,
the detailed features of trte sources of noise will be described
in an effort to guide the cinalytical study. The non-steady
phenomena responsible for noise generation are largely pro-
voked by various mechanisms of fluid mechanic and acoustic
origin. The scale, structure and intensities are different for
different non-steady phenomena. Consequently, various sound
fields may originate from the same combustion processes. For
example, droplet combustion is inherently unsteady with a
characteristic time equal to the order of the life-time of the
droplet. The combustion of a droplet ir qniescent air will
therefore generate sound. In additior to this sound field
generated by a cloud of droplets, turbulence sith an eddy
size comparable to the radius of the flame generates noise in
much the same manner as an open flame. If the size of the
?ddies b'comes of the same order of magnitude as the inter-
particle distance, the droplet density fluctuates. This
results in local heat release fluctuations, and thereby
sound generation.

The last observation suggests that relevant scaling and
non-dimensionalization are essential in identifying and screen-
ing noise sources. This will be illustrated in section 4. All
the sound fields produced may be adequately superposed for a
final estimation of the overall sound, provided the fluctuating
pressure field is substantially lower than the mean pressure.
If the fluctuation becomes of a finite strength, the super-
position principle ceases to apply and the identification of
various sound fields becomes hopelessly complicated. Neverthe-
less, the perturbative scheme should shed light on the physical
mechanisms of the generation and amplification of the non-
linear sound field.

It has been recognized that many reacting systems exhibit
chemical instability by which the rate of the major energy

6



releasing reaction fluctuates at characteristic frequencies.
If the resulting fluctuation in the heat release is intense,
the szund may be generated, either independently or coopera-
tively with other non-steady phenomena. The prediction of
the sound intensity requires a detailed knowledge of the
chemical instability, in particular, the nature of the heat
release. The basic understanding of the noise generation by
the chemical instability is also deemed as a pertinent object
of the combustion noise theory.

2.2 Mathematical Formulation

The basic equations essential for the study of combustion
noise are the conservation laws of the chemically reacting gas
[13] which are sramarized as follows:

= (2)
pt

R- = +7KT-V (3)y
D5

(4

where S is the specific entropy, 4 is the rate of energy
dissipation per unit volume, ,ii is the specific chemical
potential of i th species, wi is the rate of production
given by the phenomenological chemical kinetic expression,

where wi  is the molecular weight, v'itk and V"i,k are
the stoichiometric coefficients for species appearing as a
reactant and product respectively, and Ek  is the activation

': energy of the kth reaction. it is assumed that the gas
i. mixture obeys the ideal gas equation of state

N (6)

While the conservation laws and auxiliary equations are self-
contained systems for the present study, the wave equation
which describes the sound field, provides mathematical tools

7



for a comprehensive description of the combustion noise. The
derivation of the wave equation is elementary, and is given
in Appendix A. The resulting equation is given in the
following:

oerlPi - aj -

"P '" "
~z~p~J a UZ Q LL;

r~Cj o)XbI

The remarkable feature of the above equation is the compact
appearance of the noise generation mechanisms, including
chemical reaction, heat conduction, diffusion, and viscous
dissipation which are the processes common in reacting systems.
(The wave equation for the two phase system is given in
section 6.) The seco': term appearing on the right hand side
of Eq. (7) represents the source of the combustion noise.
Special attention may be called to the local time derivative
and the spatial derivative of an effective total heat release
rate. For a flame wherein a rapid rise in the rate of the
reaction is accompanied by expansion, both local time deriva-
tives and the spatial derivatives of the rate of heat release
will generate a monopole type sound field. The relative
strength of these two terms depends to a great extent on the
basic flame structure and the turbulent flow field. This and
other aspects will be discussed quantitatively in the section
devoted to the open flame noise.

A qualitative picture may be drawn with regard to the
difference between the diffusion flame and the premixed flame.
Observation of the sound generation source reveals that the
non-steady diffusion of the fuel and oxidizer may lead to
fluctuation in the heat liberation and the location of the
flame. Furthermore, the non-steady diffusion may contribute
directly in the quadrupole-like noise field represented by the
second derivation of the concentration. The order of magnitude
of the noise generated, however, may be small compared with
the combustion noise.
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3 noise Generation by Open Turbulent Flames

3.1 Acoustic Mode in the Near Field

The near field is the arena dominated by strong aero-
thermochemical coupling between a vortex (turbulence) mode,
a sound mode, and an entrerr' mcde. The study of the near
field will be focused on the sound mode with specific refer-
ence to be mde to the turbulent flame zone. This suggests
that the conservation law be properly scaled by the tuibulent
flame thickness Zf . The physical variables are non-
dimensionalized by appropriate reference quantities

!i /ex.c :V/, A'- aila. ,= <. ,4 V,;,v

where V1 , a , are the velocity and the speed of sound at
the edge of the downstream of the reacting zone. By splitting
the velocity V , into components consisting of basic flow
velocity U and perturbativesolenoidal component V6 , and
rotational field, W , i.e., V U + A + W , and by neglect-
ing molecular transport processes the conservation laws and
the wave equation become

D 9 .. f (Vo) (10)

PIC'

'FT-(A17) = A(I

where J1 ,A-- - , u-1, AHis the heat of reaction and Wo
is the rate of chemical reaction at the reference state. The
non-dimensionalized parameter, A , represents the ratio of
the heat release rate to the thermal convection, i.e.,
A=(AID),/p-'Q where S1 is the burning velocity. Observation
of the system of equations eveals that the density fluctua-
tion at low Mach number, M. << 1 , is of the order A
whereas the pressure fluctuation is of the order of M2A , i.e.,
the compressibility effect associated with the primary density
fluctuation. This suggests that the perturbative analysis on
the basis of entropy mode, (A) and the sound mode (Mi) I
should render a systematic procedure for the investigation of
the near field. Accordingly, the flow variables are expanded
in the following two-parameter series:

jW 2=0

9



The velocity field is expanded likewise

U-= + ( (71 1, wo,) - A ( V#,z2 + W, 2)

1 !& E A ( 7 z. I + W2 j) + A2(V70z2+ Wzz) + * 1.

By splitting the basic flow velocity into steady and non-steady
parts, i.e., U = U + 9' , the total derivative jecomes

-D'AR 4 A"P- A2 i-
T= Fro, P Pr, - Z)'"

where - _ . P'-_ *iaj j- - =- *

An important physical concept pertaining to the present per-
turbative scheme is that the small Mach number perturbation
scheme is valid in the case of compact noise sources. This is
evident from the following relation M*o = V,/ ,c- _e/. << 1 where
X is the wave length of the sound. The noise source with
kf/X << 1 is termed as an acoustically compact source. In
general, turbulent open flames may be regarded as a compact
noise source.

Substituting all the variables expressed in the form of
Eq. (14) into the system of Eqs. (9) to (13), yeild perturba-
tive equations for the sound mode, entropy mode, vorticity
mode, and the solenoidal fLeld.

Sound Mode V- Vi2n.. (Il)

Entropy Mode DhI

Vorticity Mode iW, j -

Irrotational Velocity Vnj (2.Z)

where °-jJ j/Po . The inhomogeneous terms Knj , hnj ,

gnj , and fnj are given in Appendix B.

The wave equation governing the sound mode in the near
field is degenerated into the eliptic system in this region.
The fluctuation which drives the acoustic field acts to con-
strain the fluctuation of the turbulent field nearly dynami-
cally incomprehensible (MZ << 1) . The inhomogeneous term
Knj represents various mechanisms including true noise genera-
tion, amplification, and refraction phenomena. The first 4
terms are described in Table 1.

10
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Table I

Compact Noise Sources and Dispersion Mechanisms

Modal Ampli-
Order Interaction Sound Sources fication Refraction Convection

2.1 Entropy- x(. +-
Basic Flow

2.2 Entropy- - .,

4.1 i :z ow I5E__ ____

42 Entropy-

Basic Flow

4.2o Enroy -2f)

Basi Flow'

c'r2. j

Entropy- 1
Basic Flow
-Sound

Entropy- 2V.A 2 1 vJ24
Sound- _ '
Basic Flow_______________

11 
-t RA!Sound- 7) J zz

Basic Flow



Some relevant physical aspects of the sound mode will be
described categorically as follows. Firstly, the primary
sound generation appearing in the M A and 14.A 2 approxima-
tion is attributed to the turbulent fluctuations in the heat
release rate and the gas velocity in the flame structure.
However, the fluctuations may also be induced by the sound
field. and thus enhance the strength of the noise source.
This aspect is of particular interest with reference to acous-
tic instability. A term fe~resented by Entropy-Basic Flow-
Sound appearing in the M-A approximation is the potential
source responsible for the chemico-acoustic instability.
Secondly, the sound amplification also plays a role as a re-
sult nf entropy-acoustic intercoupling. The maximum amplifi-
cation occurs at the point where the spatial derivation of the
heat release reaches the highest value. The entropy and
vorticity modes, within the assumption of negligible molecular
transport processes, arr convected along the particle path.
Thesc modes are excited primarily by heat fluctuation and to
a lesser extent by sound mode. The solenoidal field, repre-
senting the rate of volune increase per unit volume of the
fluid, is also primarily affected by the fluctuating heat
release.

The implication of the observation being that the acous-
tic mode depends on other three modes within the linearized

approximation, provided the pressure fluctuation remains
small. This approximation ceases to predict a detailed finite
strength sound field, particularly when combustion instability
dominates the burning processes. The convergence of the per-
turbative scheme also has to be established when it is applied
in the non-linear acoustic regime.

3.2 Intermediate and External Zones

3.2.1 Intermediate Non-Isothermal Zone

The sound waves generated or amplified in the flame zone
are cransmitted through the non-isothermal layer where the
waves are refracted and reflected. In the absence of combus-
tion, the velocity fluctuation and the non-steady heat con-
duction would be the primary sources of sound generation in
the non-isothermal zone. The nature of the sound transmission
depends on the temperature distribution in the layer and the
dimension of the layer relative to the wave length. If the
characteristic dimension of the layer exceeds the typical
wave length, the wave emerges from the high temperature, lower
density zone and propagates into the zone of low temperature,
higher density. Physically, the non-isothermal zone may act
as an acoustic cavity with a distributed monopole source in
the inner boundary of the cavity, i.e., turbulent flame. The
waves reflected from the non-isothermal layer may be incident
upon the flame zone, transmitted through it and reflected
back and forth inside the flame zone, (Figs. 1 and 2), where
the temperature is substantially lower than the flame zone.

12
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Interaction of this sound wave with the flame may provoke
flame oscillation (Fig. 3a). The overall effect of the re-
flected wave may not be ignored for a ducted flame with pres-
sure sensitive exothermic reactions.

For a small size burner, the overall picture is substan-
tially different from the previous case. Within the limit of
the thin non-isothermal layer, (Fig. 3b), the overall acous-
tic effect may be deemed as an acoustically compact layer
characterized by a rapid decrease in the gas temperature.
The pressure distribution is characterized by incompressi ie
fluctuating but non-propagating disturbances. The basic
formulation for the latter problem is discussed in the next
subsection.

Fig. 3a Refraction and Fig. 3b Refraction and
reflection of sound wave reflection of poressure fluc-
in non-isothermal acous- tuation from compact non-
tic cavity, X << to isothermal zone X >> to •

3.2.2 External Zone

A zone extending from the outer edge of the non-isothermal
layer to the geometric and acoustic far field is the free
space for sound propagation. The primary source, if it exists,
is the turbulent velocity fluctuation due to the jet and wake,
which is neglected in this study.

While the solutions and the matching of the solutions
for these three fields are discussed in the next subsection,
it is relevant to point out th te overall problem of open
flame combustion noise may be regarded as consisting of a
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thin compact noise source zone, adjoined by a compact non-
isothermal layer or by a large acoustic cavity. This system
is finally engulfed by an extensive wave zone. Matching of
the solutions from a compact zone to a wave regime calls for
the singluar perturbation technique. This approach is self-
consistent and should provide a detailed aspect of the
combustion noise.

3.3 Method of Matched Solution for Compact Flamelets

The equations describing the fields in the burning zone,
in the intermediate non-isothermal zone, and in the external
zone, will be solved concurrently and matched by appropriate
physical conditions. The non-dimensionalization of the
governing equations are presented in Table II, and the re-
sulting equations within the first order approximation for
pressure fluctuation in three zones are given as follows:
Inner zone: 2 A -" '

)2= = - 1"p) (21)

where Jj= X /~. j~ i

Intermediate Zone:
A A a 

(22.)'a .,2-U,)

where = le

External Zone:

i~2 - -a - - .106&3

where Z = /A.

The basic physical conditions for matching the solutions at
zone boundaries are the continuity of pressure, and particle
velocity.

3.3.1 Solution for the Inner Zone

The general solution of inhomogeneous elliptic Eq. (21)
may be solved by the method of parametrix, (see for example
Courant and Hilbert [14]) a method developed within the
formalism of the integral equation. The general solution is
expressed as

where (0) is the homogeneous solution and

')=-[( - L-)Jz is the parametrix.
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Table 2

Scaling for Turbulent Flame and Spray combustion systems

8URNIAG SCALIN6 AND FREQUENCIES TYPE OF
TYPE OF FLAME -1 SOUND

PROCESSES 7_I1NER INTER~IEDI EXTERNAL F E LD
__ ______ I ZONE Ar- ZONE ZONE ___,____

OPEN COMPACT" COMPACT WAVE

PREMIXED SMALL l:4O I-A H~~
FLAME icALE aTURS. W = uj=

DISTRIBU T8U

TED REAC L ~ WA VE
TlON MODEL "_ H=0.&E=

SMALL COMPACT WAVS
OPEN S C A -

PREMIXED IN L=4 Ui MONOPOLE

FLAME 4 m sf

WRINKLED f LARGE w A VE

FLAME . uRI.. P PPOLE
MOPEI- L=.Pt w4 = C= L l

: ._= ,,, /t,;.A. J .,

OPEN OMPICT COMPACT WAVE,, OPEN e

SPRAY * L=loopE

, w-. • "WA VE
ION ,L, £ life MONOPOLE

dc,

X tiffe

OPEN x COMPACT WAV E

SPRAY =Al • J MONOPOL-

coMp 
wST 

-.
ION " s ' "" "'WA .--

"- "pt L =A

DUCTED cOMPACr WA VE

ION I ,JWAVE
-L = /\ MONOPOLE

-x A. u = a/
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The unknown function 3(E T) has to be chosen so that the
expression for j7. given by Eq. (24) satisfies Eq. (21).

In view of the specific functional form assumed by $
it can be shown that

and 1-. I = L °; .110 4 +J .LnA4 .( j; ..- ',,r) dV( ) (is')

Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (25b), yields the integral
equation for (it )

(ff 2 -'

where K(j i,') is given by

The kernel of the integral equation has a singularity, and
hence, is not square integrable. However, this kernel can be
reduced to a non-singular one by a sufficient number of
iterations. Doubly iterated kernel K, (2) which is square
integrable, is defined as

(2) ,l "/V
K ( z;~ jjK(;zK' )c*=( I

The integral equation may be reformulated in terms of K (2 )

kernel as follows:

C/(2) ~

- A 24 .1.. I d'2~rrkr wyi~~]V)
.4,Tt tJI "3 A PtI. 6

The equation is square integrable, and thus Fredholms" theorem
can be applied. Since the exact solution of Eq. (27) depends
on the steady state gas temperature distribution, no attempt
will be made here to seek the solution for a specific case.
Instead, a general series solution may be written formally in
the following form

PQA~i D' 11 + _ '-5t -a'qvtr (28)

4t ~ WE F0ctj A.LZ DT.J

provided the kernel K(Ei;E!) converges uniformly. Kernel
K( i; !) is the sum of the integral operators
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= ,Ye) + ; fi KIh; fiJ 4 ..- c2q

By substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (24), the inner solution is
given by

+12 - + dMi iv

where I i-A' = (.'- L)C )()-K) and W(Y; e ) is
the second term which appears on the right hand side of Eq.
(28). It is interesting to note that the third term appear-
ing on the right hand side of Eq. (30) is of the order of
/t- at large r. In fact, in the geometric far field within
the inner zone, Eq. (30) may be approximated as

$ A3  j)+O(A7) (31)
rr Z r )

The primary sound field is a monopole type as expected.

3.3.2 Solutions of the Non-Isothermal Layer and Wave Zones

As the pressure fluctuation in the intermediate zone
depends explicitely on the temperature distribution, a quali-
tative description and assumptions with regard to the distri-
bution of temperature will be given prior to the analytical
investigation.

The temperature distribution in the vicinity of an open
flame is primarily determined by convection, conduction, and
turbulent mixing. While convection stretches the non-iso-
thermal zone in an axial direction, conduction and mixing
transport heat in a radial direction. Thus, the intermediate
zone may be approximated as nearly spherical in shape at low
convective speeds. This approximation is in accord with the
unidirectional characteristic of the primary sound field.
Departure from the spherical shape of this zone produces a
dipole sound characteristic in the far field.

For a spherical intermediate zone, wherein the speed of
sound is a function of the radial coordinate, the solution
of Eq. (22) is given by

A K=(z) "d A )

'I t 4,3(1
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Where ^9 is the non-dimensional radial coordinate, n = r/Z. ,
K(), (O)() are arbitrary functions which will be deter-
mined from the matching conditions.

The solution representing the outgoing spherical wave
in the radiation zone is given by the expression

.I2,-.r) -)

where is the non-dimensional radial coordinate.

3.3.3 Flame Structural Correlation Functions and Far Field
Noise Intensity

Two solutions, Eqs. (31) and (32), are matched at the
interface of the burning zone and the non-isothermal zone.
This interface is located sufficiently far downstream of the
flame where the chemical reaction ceases to exist, but where
the gas temperature is approximately equal to the flame tem-
perature. It will be further assumed that the interface is
located in the acoustic far field in reference to the reac-
tion zone. Let the location of the interface be r , in
terms of inner coordinate, and n , in terms of the inter-
mediate coordinate, i.e.,

t ea=
The physical boundary conditions are the continuity of the
pressure and the particle velocity. Application of these
conditions to Eqs. (31) and (32) gives the following expres-
sions for Ki(t) and 415(0) (g.=)

< - fff . o ld

where Ab= AA(,)

Matching Eqs. (32) and (33) is carried out by the singular
perturbation technique as follows: The variables n and
are related so that

j ~ ~ "2 AT 10-A

Thus, for a fixedI , 0 as Mi f 0 The asymptotic
(36Jpexrurbaiontechnqueas follo : Te w and (, ,fo

0 ,are given by

and
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The continuity conditions give the following relations

JA .. l 47L _Z (A.. ) v') C.

Substituting Eq. (41) into Eq. (36) gives

_f2 ~ #z (0 YA c A fff -AL
To -L(.S~~ 'Q91rf

The far field solution, in the wave zone, is given explicitely
in the following form

where e(r).= T.CT/T.C.-'') 1,; ,"c) is the temperature
fluctuation. This expression represents the monopole sound
field. Comparing the far field expressions in the radiation
zone, Eq. (43), with the burning zone, Eq. (31), one notes
that the former expression is similar except for the multi-
plicative factor of the ratio of the square of the speeds of
sound, (Ab/A ) 2 , or T]/T . The appearance of the tempera-
ture factor is consistent with the view suggested by elemen-
tary acoustics. The essential similarity preserved in far
field expressions is not surprising in view of the fact that
the non-isothermal layer is assumed to be acoustically
compact so that the refraction and reflection of the pressure
wave in the thin layer does not alter the essential emission
characteristics. This suggests a model of a composite layer,
consisting of a burning zone and the non-isothermal layer,
which has a source strength given by the following expression

As the thickness of the non-isothermal layer increases, the
expression, Eq. (43), deviates from the actual value consider-
ably in view of the refraction and reflection. The problem
can be treated by replacing Eq. (22) with the full wave
equation which can be obtained by appropriate scaling listed
in Table II.

The far field noise intensity is calculated from Eq. (43),
and is given by the following expression.
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S(R, Jz + R33 + A, + R,3 t R, (4S)

where the values of Rij are obtained from the following
double correlation

Jf y ~ sedv d V6 (46)

a and denote the positions of two correlation elements.
The integrands Sij (a,O) are

ULN= U - i) ____

'533 ~old -1it ()- U QC~a) .)QMp

s+7)
IS1z2 S1)~ 3-

z 13 7 U CO IL(U~d

The intensity of the far field sound is expressed by six
sources represented by double correlation functons consisting
of the fluctuating velocity, time derivative, and spatial
derivatives of the fluctuating heat release rate, together
with appropriate weighting factors comprised of steady state
gas velocity and the spatial derivatives of heat release rate.
In view of the physical significance attached to Rij , the
sum of these functions may be termed as the flame structural
correlation function. The factor preceding these correlation
functions is the scaling factor for the noise intensity. While
the scaling factor depends on the thermochemical parameters
and the upstream condition, the structural factor contains
flame properties which depend on the Reynolds number, (turbu-
lence intensity), and other aerothermo-chemical parameters.
The evaluation of these structural factors, experimentally or
analytically, is the central problem of the open flame noise
generation. The explicit forms of structural factor based on
the wrinkled flame model and the distributed reaction model
are of particular interest. This is described in the follow-
ing section.
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4. Structural Correlation Function for Wrinkled Flame
Model and Distributed Reaction Model

TnI contemporary theories of turbulent flames are well
documented in many books, (see for example, Williams [13] and
Beers [15]). The wrinkled flame model advocated by Damkohler
[16], Schelkin [17], and Karlovitz [10] is based on the assump-
tion that the flame zone is a regime in which the fuel is
burned as in laminar flame. Turbulence is considered to wrinkle
and perhaps to disconnect the flame; and augmentation of the
burning rate results from the enlargement of the flame area
due 'o the wrinkling of the flame surface. The distributed
reaction model suggested by Summerfield, et al, [11], supports
the view that the flame structure is governed by the small
scale turbulence which alters the effective transport coeffi-
cient and perhaps the effective chemical reaction rate. Struc-
tural factors for these two flame models can be evaluated in
terms of the turbulent burning speed ST

4.1 Wrinkled Flame Model

J The generalized view of the wrinkled flame is that the
flame is wrinkled by large scale turbulence and the flame
structure remains essentially laminar, though the velocity
and temperature may fluctuate within the flare, as in Fig. (4a).
An element of non-steady laminar flame, Fig. (4b), may be
considered as executing linear pulsation and rotation by the
imposing turbaulent fluctuation about a mean flame position.
The overall wirnkled flame may be regarded as the collection
of these small flamelets with their translational and rota-
tional moion determined by the local turbulence. The total
noise intensity is calculated by the sum of the noise pro-
duced by individual filament.

The analysis for each filament is carried on the frame
of reference 0' fixed in the flame structure; (Fig. 4b)
which is moving relative to a fixed point 0 . T simplify
the analysis further, the rotational motion will be neglected.
An elementary Galilean transformation yields the relation
between the moving, , and the fixed, R , coordinates.

x WJXt) ± c + (49)

where A(t) is the velocity of the point C' . All the
basic scalar conservation laws remain invariant under Galilean
transformation, whereas the momentum equation becomes

V-f V ;r t -d 4X

The wave equation is found to be invariant under this trans-
formation, and thus, the results obtained in previous sections
remain applicable, in the new coordinate. The pressure fluc-
tuation is the far field is given by
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In the geometrically far field Ir- x , I , Eq.
(50) is expanded in the following form

____ ;- [J..J A L1V 'Cv' ( :

(~I& .40 P W

The first term on the right hand side represents the monopole
sound field produced by the small scale turbulence in the
laminar flame, whereas the second term is the dipole field
generated by the fluctuation of the flamelet. The total
noise produced by the wrinkled flame is

__ A-.Ab DIg)4V('

MOO - -hoJJtAk tv;

A2ffwlo DT- D

If the flamelets are 6onnected, and if the rate of the reaction
is independent of time, despite the velocity fluctuation (re-
lative to the point 0' fixed in the flame), the monopole
field may be rewritten as follows

_P -P c- 1A a/ 0 (61)L

LP ,. H, b ).L U-) dr."

It is of practical interest to deduce the sound intensity
formula in terms of the turbulent burning speed ST Note
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that Q ' k£ = SL(dc/d n) , where c is the reaction progress
variable, gn is the coordinate measured in the direction
normal to the flame surface. Recalling that SjdAR = STdAT
by virtue of the essential hypothesis of the wrinkled flame
model, Eq. (51) reduces to

f X AAff L PC-vI dA, cq,, (5-2)

Thus, the sound intensity is given by

_T= U-I)(AH)2:f8j'VL ST Zb3r Z

where

f["-' (UL .(aL dVc-t)dV(S) (S"36)

VU) W.A)

and dV §dATdrn  Dam§ohler and Schelkin have derived the
ratio of the effective turbulent burning speed to that ofI laminar flame, and this ratio is given by the following ex-
pression

For high intensity turbulence, the following expression is
used

ST = v' ()

where v' is the turbulent velocity component normal to
flame surface. The ratio of turbulent to laminar burning

speed is experimentally correlated in terms of Reynolds
number and physico-chemical parameters, see Table 3.

By substituting Eq. (54) into Eq. (53a) and assuming
that the velocity fluctuation v' is linearly correlated with
the Reynolds number, v' = aRe , the expressions for the
sound intensity becomes

16 7tCLA-('

For high intensity turbulence, the sound intensity is
given, alternatively, by the following expression:

-~v a(yLsV 2'z.' A (nT1

Other expressions of sound intensity for different burning
rate formulas are listed in Table 3, and the dependence of
the intensity is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Table 3

Sound Intensity Based on Wrinkled Flame Model

Investigator Burning velocity CY= X.E_ /x 7

Damkohler STA = it ORe , Iow Vel. (i + .Re)
Karlovitz S R , f,

ST /$ L -  - Re="Re. hiqh ve). o

s~ o.Z. "O*Z* o.,,4-r

Bollinger &
Williams d = burner +ube diem (era)

Schelkin SVSL Re aRehi5h Vel. 27Re

Scurlock Sr/SL.=(+ C37/) z  I t CY/

where r2 is given by Eq. (53b).

I Damkohler

Karlovitz Bollinger
and

Williams
chekin -

e

Fig. 5 Dependence of the sound intensity on Reynolds
number based on wrinkled flame model.

4.2 Distributed Reaction Model

For small scale turbulence, Summerfield, et al, [11],
proposed a "Similarity hypothesis" relating to the Reynolds
number based on the burning speed, flame thickness, and
viscosity, i.e.,

VT V1 .

where VT is the effective turbulent diffusivity, tT , ZL
are the thickness of the turbulent and the laminar flame
respectively, and f( ) is the function of the fuel-air ratio
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for a given fuel. Noting Q = SrS the effective turbu-
lent diffusivity is given by Prandtl mixing length theory

VT = ( tr ;/v,,V7 )= - ( I t ± Re') V -8)

where e is the reaction progress variable, km is the ef-
fective mixing length, and v' is the turbulent veolcity
component normal to the flame surface. Substituting Eas. (57a,b)
into Eq. (45) gives the following expression for the noise
intensity

The integrands Sij appearing in the double correlation
function Rij are given by

folowing. form
S3.

?;here ~e~l3 = RI3

The intensity expression, Ea. (59), can be rearranged in the
following form

1~Rs3 (60)

where aReR13 =R 1 3 , a2Re 2 Rl = Rll , etc. For high inten-
sity turbulence, the source terms proportional to the square
of the Reynolds number dominate over two other terms.
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5. Near Field Structure

While the far field noise intensity is described by the
correlation functions obtained by a matched asymptotic solu-
tion, the detailed mechanisms of the near field sound genera-
tion and dispersion are of particular interest. The pattern
of pressure fluctuation in this compact zone, unlike that of
the free space, is coupled to the turbulent fluctuation. The
near field sound is comprised of primarily pseudo-sound field
generated by the fluctuating heat release. This pseudo-sound
field is subsequently joined by the true sound field in the
adjacent zones. The near field analysis of the open flame of
known structure, inclusive of steady and turbulent properties,
is described in this section.

To facilitate the analysis, the domain of interest has
been divided into three zones; non-reacting upstream region,
I, reaction zone, I, and hot downstream region, III, (Fig.
6a)-

The analysis will be simplified by assuming that the
temperature and the velocities are uniform in the three zones,
and no reaction occurs in the upstream and the downstream
zones except in the reaction wave. The turbulent fluctuation
is assumed to be one dimensional and the speed of sound in
the upstream zone is unity, whereas the sound speed in the
reaction and downstream zone is taken to be c e a(/ 0)

The equations in these three zones are given in the
following:

For a zone extending from upstream to the flame front
- <0,0

- It

The linearized convected wave equation in the flame zone is,

t A Q (1.~) t A U, fA

0<r<i,

1
where M2 = M0(Of/00)7. The wave eqaution in the downstream
of the flame (1 < <o) is

where the subscript, 2 , refers to the quantities in zones
(II) and (III).
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In the present analysis, the upstream and the downstream
regions are assumed to be of semi-infinite extent, and that
the sound waves generated in the flame propagate upstream and
downstream without reflections. In reality, the geometrical
configuration of the flame is such that the upstream region
does not extend to infinity, and that the sound originate
from various parts of the flame may incident on the flame
front, as is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.

The fluctuation in the rate of heat production is given

by the following expression

NUt L -AZ(4)

The solutions in the upstream and the downstream regions are
given by

.n., ~CO t-C + I t ASOI ,v
A,, CC6 S.

The constants An B, , and sn are to be determined
by matching Q! , Q3 with 92 at the respective boundaries.

It is physically evident that the sound waves generated
in the reaction zone will propagate in the upstream and down-
stream directions. The waves will be partially transmitted
to zones 1 and 3 , and partially reflected at the boundaries.
Hence, the general solution for the reaction should include
the particular solution as well as two homogeneous solutions.
The general solution is given by

f (1) 2

0

where (6)

(2 C.A ) ± tM
..... )-4(- AQ)V2

The boundary conditions, at = 0 and = 1 , relate to
the continuity of the amplitude and the gas velocity. Thus,
at = 1 , two conditions give

A,, e = Cn -r Dvj

and ()
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and at = 1, continuity conditions give

el-  C " + P Fp W (6q

e n ,ne ( 7.)

where Fpn(l) and i W' are the value and the slope
of the particular integral of Eq. (66), evaluated at ' = 1 .
From Eqs. (67), (68), (69), and (70), Anein, Bneinfl, Cn ,
and Dn are calcualted as follows:

Ma z F

An e Cf -n M 2.Vz Fp,,0)-

- -I-IT z~ i- .V,

12
" - ,W t -,---.V,) - , MoV,, /

MaV2J t fp" C ) 172)

VYLn. MO Mz ( 4

-, ( ) -. oI' .w: p,_ F.U}

= - - oVI t t H2- a FP1'

(M22.
where (A - AV t ) - M-I's V,

It is of particular interest to note that the amplitude of
the pressure waves are all proportional to

M2, ) Fp7
1+ MV13
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and that the contribution of the second tern of this expres-
sion diminishes at higher frequencies. To examine the quali-
tative aspect of this noise generation term, F,(E) , the
explicit expression of Fu will be calculated when the source
function Nn(g) is given'in the following Fourier series

N 7- N. e, S' vr(76)-C

Substituting the above expression into Eq. (66), the particu-
lar integral is given by

Poi~~ ~ ~ ~ Ct ) -h(e 7

It may be noted that, within the present approximation, the
inhomogeneous solution approaches infinity as iSnwTXn(1) or
Xn( 2) . This resonant oscillation, however, is likely to be
suppressed by the dissipative effects which are not considered
in the present analysis. Some of the typical modes of outgoing
pressure waves of different harmonics (n = 1 , 2) induced by
the first few modes of the turbulence Sn = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,
are sketched in Fig. 6b.

I
I
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Fig. 6a. Modified Turbulent Steady State Flame Model
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Fig. 6b. Generation and Propagation of Pressure Waves
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6. Noise Generation by Spray Combustion

6.1 Intrinsic Noise and Turbulent Driven Noise

The combustion of droplets in the combustor has been
recognized as complicated phenomena invoked by heterogeneous
aerothermochemical systems, with mass momentum and energy
exchange between two phases, in addition to the exothermic gas
phase reaction. The mechanisms of the sound generation are
also highly complicated in view of the many non-steady
phenomena concurrently taking place in the combustion processes.
The conservation laws and the derivation of the wave equation
are given in Appendix C, and the wave equation is listed in
the following

+ +S C, (17

where A is the rate of the droplet vaporization per unit
volume; Fi is the force per unit volume exerted on the gas
phase; Ili is the droplet velocity component; T9 is the tem-
perature of the liquid; L is the latent heat of the vaporiza-
tion; and i is the rate of the heat exchange between two
phases. Two mechanisms of noise generation, namely, intrinsic
and turbulent driven, and the intensities of these sound fields,
will be described in the following sections.

6.2 Intrinsic Noise Generation

Spray combustion is inherently non-steady in the time
scale equal to the droplet's ±ife time, which ranges from 10-3
to 1 sec for 50 x 200 micron sized droplets. The major physi-
cal processes responsible for the noise generation includes,
vaporization accompanied by mass and heat exchange, followed
by diffusion of the fuel vapor, and the non-steady combusticn
in thc gas phase. The following simplified assumptions will
be made in the analysis of the intrinsic noise generation.
Firstly, the free stream flow is steady, and the droplet inter-
actions are neglected. Secondly, droplets are all assumed to
be spherical, and the combustion of the droplet starts
simultaneously as the vaporization of the droplet starts. In
general, time lag of the order of the gas phase diffusion,
ranging 10-6 to 10-2 sec, exists between vaporization and
combustion. Finally, the droplets are assumed to be in dyna-
mic equilibrium with the gas phase, and the transport phenomena
contributes an insignificant effect on the generation of
intrinsic sound. The equations are non-dimensionalized as
follows:

_ a(AzxI 2  MoA4 ( (r.4j T . c

where D/bt=3 H.i) and the non-dimensional quantities
a re d e f in ed a s 3 x1/d 0  . = t / , .L.. Q / L , P =1,
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The reference quantity, do , is the typical droplet diameter,
¢lif is the life-time of the droplet, No is the typical
droplet number density per unit volume, mt is the mass of a
droplet, and al , pl , T1  are the speed of sound, gas
density, and temperature of the hot gas in the burning zone.
The effective Mach number appearing in Eq. (79) is, in general,
small, and thus, the first term which appears on the left
hand side of Eq. (79) is negligible. The terms which appear
on the right hand side are the sound source terms, including
the effects of mass ejection, vaporization, and combustion.
In estimating the far field intensity, it will be further
assumed that the characteristic dimension of the burning zone
and the non-isothermal layer are all small compared with the
wave length, and that the temperature distribution in the
non-isothermal zone is nearly spherical. Following the
analysis similar to what has been presented in Section 3
the far field intensity is calculated to be

ar~~~~t t4dvf ~ _ 1 (2)
V

The order of magnitude of this intensity of the monopole
fie±d can be estimated by the simplifying assumption that the
numerical density of the droplet remains constant, and that
the hot gas density and temperature are uniform. The change
in the droplet diameter is assumed be given by the follow-
ing experimental formula (1.3]

q2 = I- T (91)

Substituting Eq. (81) into Eq" (80), the sound intensity is
finally given by

LJ O.4 B le (4HT

where V is the total volume of the combustion zone, and
B is the characteristic dimension of the combustion zone.
It is interesting to note that the intensity is inversely pro-
portional to the fourth power of the life time of the droplet.
This expression, however, is the maximum intensity that would
be reached when all the droplets burn simultaneously in the
period of the droplet life time. In practice, the burning of
the droplet is random in time and in space, thus, the intrin-
sic noise expression should be weighed by the appropriate
statistical factor g(r). The final expression, Eq. (82),
will be accordingly modified.
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6.3 Turbulent Driven loise in Spray Combustion

Turbulent fluctuations in the spray combustion zone
proJuce complicated non-steady combustion processes. It is
physically evident that the turbulence, with its eddy sizes
smaller than typical inter-droplet distances, will affect the
number density of the droplets, and more importantly, the
burning rate. The generation of noise by turbulent fluctua-
tions can be treated by the method applied in the preceding
subsection, except that scaling and non-dimensionali-zation
need to be modified accordingly, as shown in Table 4.

The _hvsical dimension is the zize of th.. 4-jrbulent
eddy, le , and the reference time scale is, X.e/u 1 . The
wave equation, Eq. (78), is now deduced into the following

M~~~~- (A - M__4C3

where V - ) 2 ino is the reference

burning rate of the droplet. Rewriting the right hand side
of Eq. (80) in terms of steady and fluctuating quantities,
the far field expression for the pressure fluctuation becomes

Cz, -04

-. r .,- C9- , T + +

4Hlj VC ~ 4 -Lt P

_H)_ + _ D4 _ f -

-,i" .+

A Tne fluctuations in the velocity, the density, and the tempera-
ture of the gas, as well as the numerical density and the
burning rate, affect the strength of noise sources.. Those
quantities are either to be determined experimentally or
analytically. If the characteristic time of the turbulence is
larger than the mass diffusion and the heat transfer between
the gas and the droplets, the quasi-steady expression of the
mass burning rate may be used. For example, the burning rate
of a droplet with convective effect is given by the following
expression [131

and the fluctuation in the burning rate is given by
R XKdo r, 19 /L- (At) Yo,cd /Woo i

At higher frequencies, the quasi-steady approximation is
inapplicable, and therefore, the explicit non-steady burning
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rate expression should be used in estimating the high fre-
quency noise characteristics.

6.4 Acoustic Amplification in Combustion Zone

In all the problems treated in previous sections, the
sources are assumed to be compact. In large combustors,
however, the size of the combustion zone may exceed the pre-
vailing acoustic wave length. The heat release may generate
pressure fluctuations, as well as amplify the sound waves
passing through the combustion zone. The detailed picture
of the generation and the amplification can be studied for
the case of large spray combustors.

Consider a one-dimensional spray combustor of total
length Lc , in which a combustion zone of liquid droplets
extends form x = 0 to L . The chamber is closed at x = 0 ,

and open to the atmosphere at x = Lc . Equation (78) is

non-dimensionalized by the following quantities y;= x/L

Z2 a~Zf.)+~
t i d =Q2/ 4 V,, /-r

where / -Po/Po, o E = (NomI/c M., = #/P M, U

The effects of mass addition and the heat of vaporization are
assumed to be negligible compared with that of the heat re-
lease due to the reaction which is assumed by the following
expressiondc =Mt

The steady state heat release is constant, and the fluctuating
component Sn() is assumed to be known. The p', --steady
burning rate of the liquid propellant is often expressed in
terms of the product of the response function and tne pressure
fluctuation, as for example,

It can be shown that the analysis of the generation and the
amplification, based on Eqs. (86) and (87), are essentially
similar within the linearized approximation. In order to re-
tain the generality in the present -nalysis, the heat release
rate given by expression (86), is af opted. The solution for
the pressure fluctuation is assumed i., the following form:

Substituting Eq. (88) into Eq. (85), and neglecting the terms
containing M1 , the following equation governing n , yields

where + j
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The distributed burning zone extends between x = 0 and

x = h . Equation (89) may be rewritten in the matrix form
+l A2 .A .I O4"' -j o-A. V# - aN.' (qo)

where ,I, N, V, I are given by

(0 l) o o

0 0 0 **0
I-, 0•• 0 ot 0 -0

0 -. Za.Q 0 ,,, 0

1 0 A nn- .d4.n I,

The general solution of Eq. (90) consists of two homogeneous
4 solutions ,, z , and an inhomogeneous solution / , which

can be caJculated from the following integral equation

dnd the kernel K(- Y') is given by

K( -. ')= { e.fp(- A(- ')J-,.,prA(-'..} (q.3;)

where / is the inverse of matrix .
The matrix integral equation, Eq. (92), is Volterra's type
and can be solved if the inhomogeneous term is absolutely
integrable. The solution of Eq. (92) is approximated as
follows

- N (Y-YV ~9vJN K( Y Y"(9 d"-- (94)
where 4 ) =aJNK(. - 9...S(')dY' (q- )

Note that the convergence of the series solution, Eq. (94),
is assumed to be a given parameter a . Two homogeneous
solutions, 61 and P2 are given respectively by the
following expressions

(IJ j-t.Jq

AM\"A , A 1/(I' ( d(

37 J V() 0'( kl~Y
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These two solutions satisfy the following canonical boundary
conditions:

@p(I) (=o) = 0 .1'c=) (q8)
@, (a C5=o) - I @Z'( " = I (q

The general solution is obtained by approximate linear com-
binations of the inhomogeneous solution, Eq. (94), and the
two homogeneous solutions, Eqs. (96) and (97).

In the non-reacting zone, the pressure fluctuation is
governed by the homogeneous wave equation, i.e.,

~a A. 4  0c.h~. 10

The solution for 2 is given by

V.C)= 1,,- . ,q (101)
where A and B are constant vectors to be determined from
the boundary conditions. The solutions in the reacting zone
and the hot non-reacting zone are to be joined at the inter-
section of the two zones. The boundary conditions are given
as follows:

?= Uf 0i3

= a 1 0 (104)
Since the particle velocity vanishes at 0 = 0 , the solution
in the reacting zone is given by

0(109)

L IV K 'V 'J/( ' ) L

+ a <.,-;0.) V, f 1 -. ") V( ")t" d ',-.

where C is an arbitrary vector, to be determined from the
boundary conditions at = 1 . The continuity of the pres-
sure at =1 is given by

rC&O f 0  fA In A .r/ C4-VAYw)V(Y',>1Y'7C t Pu~)

(106)
+ CIL

+ 0 N C I- Y'9V(YY - Ve", " (")d) ,U M )1
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The continuity of the velocity is

{X '4 Af ' - , A-. .t) 4.7A o ",'4 J
017

+ I ,

-o.zf~~~~JVV N ( " (" -Ft ~"dj' (II,UA 8unL)

At x =h , OLe/=Othus

-- = A -h()

If .Zh r - A (-t -- ) 7L- , then neither sinah nor
cos - #h is sin9luar. Thus,

&o U h lnu h (10q)

From Eqs.(106),(107), and (i0j the vectors
are calculated from the following matrix equations:

I-i
FC -t- =H [Sin., - (Cos1)(cosh) i9;nah j 0
&Ct L- f/UCoSA,4-/}1ina(Cosh)Sinh.7A J

S lvinc for ! 7 nd C, there yield _ H
A u-",/ -fU'FL[/--3 -W HJ W

c [w tl-F - L] . - WL-'HJ
where

TJ

-=. - .A. , n s'cosA ;'gt Y

SH = jNVK(1- g)v(9-f('g)c1'-t f J( ' Cli?)

0- = =;/<(- (Z) cs,,-(m', h
,-

UI z (-e.S U)CCos..h) (5 In,4h)

The noise generation by intense acoustic instability is
of particular importance in view of the fact that the ampli-
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tude of the wave is proportional to (NMo H)/Cp-riP . This
is Mr2 times greater than the sound generation by any tur-
bulent driven, compact noise source. For a large combustor
with a pressure sensitive reaction, therefore, acoustic insta-
bility should be adequately controlled.

The mechanismn of the generation of the higher harmonics
and the modulation of the sound wave, as illustrated in the
analysis, are of special interest. Since the velocity and
pressure fluctuations at the exit plane of the duct affect
the nature of the monopole-like sound field for a ducted
burner, it is of practical importance to design an optimal
duct minimizing these results. Note that in an open flame,
the acoustic instability is not likely to occur, and hence,
the noise essentially dominates lower frequency regions.
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7. Noise Generation by Chemical Instability

It has been demonstrated, in prerious sections, that
the monopolp-like sound field generated by a turbulent flame
is primarily attributed to the small scale fluctuations in
the rate of heat release, velocity, and temperature. The
estimation of fluctuation in the rate of chemical reaction
is, therefore, essential to the determination of the source
strength. The small scale in the turbulence may enter the
flame from the upstream region, or be generated within Lhe
reaction zone.

The stability of the flame structure has been the object
of intense research with regard to turbulent flame theory.
However, the question of chemical stability has not been
investigated to a satisfactory level due to the fact that
such an analysis is exceedingly complicated, and that the
chemical kinetics involved are not well understood. In
the analysis of chemical stability, (see for example Bradley
(18] Glansdorff, and Prigogine [19]), the question has been
focused on the chemical stability associated with the response
of the fluctuation of species concentration, whereas the effect
of the temperature is ignored. The inclusion of the temp-
erature variation is essential in estimating the non-steady
heat release.

Following the reaction scheme considered by Frank-
Kamenetiky, [20] -b B - Z0(

M + N- +AN
where~~ A+erset i N-~

where A represents reactants, B final products, and M, N
intermediates. For a homogeneous medium, the rate of reaction
of species M and N are given by

=AY -k Ie(T) YA Yvi - *CT) YmYNCIk)

-- 2 * MY1 3(1) YA YN

Note that k1, k2, and k are rate constants which depend on
activation energy, and temperature among other things. The
linearized equation describing a small departure of the
concentrations of M and N from the steady state including
the temperature variation are given in the following non-
dimensional form,

dIt

- /<' yb - 1- IR)

Where 1 i /,o T ;/r , = tr/,
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o = ¢ ,9=(a hrt 2, Ko *is the numerical va' te of,
say, k, at reference temperature; H is the overall heat of
reaction, hi and h a-e non-dimensional heat of formation of
intermediates M and N respectively. The fre..uencies of the
system are given by the following characteristic equations,

-
s - K"K3 YA (bC 3 h,- O.k,h2),/fJW =o 44,

where ' = p/

It can be shown that when a and b are set to zero, the
characteristic equation gives two pure imaginary roots

Thus, the concentrations of M and N fluctuate at the
frequency determined by the reaction rate K, K3 , and the
steady state concentration of the reactant.

In general, three characteristic frequencies are found
to be 1

Y. _ K. K3 a (1

W3 =0

Thus, according to the linearized theory, if a and b are
sufficiently small, such that the quantity in the bracket
remains positive, the system is unstable if y>O, or(,Ki K, o)K c)(_ K2. hU >,0

_50 t o 4KK,! d- - ±15)19

The Condition stipulated by Equ.(118) suggests that the
stability of the reaction depends, to a great extent, on the
derivative of the rate of formation of the. intermediates
M and N. This stability limit of this reaction scheme is
a function of gas temperature, among other things.

The instability, or oscillatory behaviour indicated by
the reaction schemes typical of the combustion process,
together with the upstream turbulence, require further
investigation, in particular, when the oscillation becomes
self-sustained (19).

The source of noise produced by the chemical instability
induced by a reaction scheme sugcgested by Eqn.(113) can be
evaluated from Eqn.(7) as follows,

0Y T) Y"
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The order of the magnitude of the frequency is inversely
proportional to the reaction line which is p0/K 0 . The first
and second terms appearing in the curly bracket are the rate
of heat release associated with the fluctuations of the
intermediates M and N, whereas the third term represents
the effect of the temperature fluctuation. Essentially the
same procedure of calculations for other homogeneous reactions
may be used.
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8. Conclusion

A theoretical description of noise generation and
amplification by combustion systems has been developed on
the basis of theory of reacting gas dynamics and the theory
of sound generation. The principal result of the open flame
noise generation formulation is that the far field intensity
of the sound generated by acoustically compact open flames
can be predicted by the flame structural factor consisting
of six double correlation functions. The explicit forms
of the structural factors are obtained for two flame models;
wrinkled flame model and distributed reaction model. The
experimental determination of the structural factor of a
flame appears to be of particular interest in the prediction
of the noise intensity. The analysis also disclosed that
the small scale turbulence in the reaction zone is the
primary source of the monopole sound filled whereas the
large scalc turbulence contributes dipole emission. The
burning zone is dominated, primarily by psudo sound, which
acts to constrain the field to remain dynamically incom-
pressible. The rate of thermo-acoustic energy conversion is
determined by the eddy size and the gas velocity among other
factors. Consequently a given combustible gas burning with
intense turbulence of small eddie size is likely to be an
intense acoustic emitter.

Noise generation in liquid spray combustion process is
attributed to various non-steady phenomena including turbulent
fluctuations, intrinsic non-steady burning characteristic
of droplets, acoustic instability and other types of
instability. The excitation of the specific sound mode is
largely determined by the interaction of the burning zone and
its environment. For example, liquid spray combusion in a
ducted burner could be a potential noise emitter when the
acoustic instability, or resonance phenomena trigger intense
fluctuations in the heat release. The investigation of such
non-steady burning processes in a duct is essential to the
overall assesment of core engine noise.

Noise may be generated independently by chemical in-
stability or cooperatively by various instability phenomena.
The effect of the chemical instability on noise generation
is, to some extent, obscured by the uncertainty in the
chemical kinetics of the major energy yielding reactions.
Further research is necessary to assess the over all noise
contribution by chemical instability.
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Appendix A

Convected Wave Equation of a Reacting Gas

The convected wave equation of the reacting gas is derived
from the conservation laws as follows. The overall continuity
equation for a reacting gas is

_P_ _"S(A-1)

where _ 2 -t LL'

and p = p(p,S,Yi) where p is the pressure, S is the
entropy and Yi is the concentration of species "i" . Themomentum equation for the reacting gas is given by

where Tij is the viscous stress tensor.

To obtain the convected wave equation for the reacting
gases, the divergence of the momentum equation and substantial
derivative of the continuity equation is taken and combined.
That is, ( ____ _

and expanding the density derivative in terms of its func-
tional variables, the continuity equation becomes after some
reduction -A

gPPt ( t. AA*) +L 'J:*&. P
By subtracting equation (A-3) from (A-4) and after applying
some rearrangement, the convected wave equation for a react-
ing gas is obtained in the form

For a reacting gas, Ea. (A-5) is reduced to the follow-
ing form

where

Q j hL -3 .XjT Dr)j" CT , -,,4TJ+ 9 -
wJ D~~

V1 Is the diffusion velocity of species i, DT - is the
thermal diffusion coefficient for species i, and v is the
viscous dissipation.
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Appendix B

Perturbation Equations for Acoustic Mode,
Entropy Mode, and Vortex Mode in the Burning Zone

The perturbation equations for the burning zone are
obtained by substituting the assumed two-parameter solutions
of the flow variables, (14), into Eqs. (9), (10), (11), (12),
and (13). By collecting the terms associated with the same
power of M. and A , they yield systematic perturbation
ecuations.

Acoustic Mode:

V- A Vf2 ,

Xf= - ¥) + '. . -

" _ f -
! -" o

Entropy Mode:

+ a, %, n,j
F-I

o' "
= - - -

h2.i =j

=,, -"( °'

+ ~oD + -,j ... l.2. + A 1
p t D. t C'O,,' 10-.

D"CZ, I 3 .

Rotational Mode:
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5- -I-Vf2 M02 v E'.) v 0

9 z~~z A t (Vil .7 J22 , 7IV24  V-a 72~,

Dilation: Field
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Appendix C

Wave Equation for Liquid Fuel Spray

For a two-phase system, the conservation laws given by
Eqs. (1) - (4), need be supplemented by the conservation
laws for a condensed phase and a set of equations describing
the rate of exchange of mass, momentum, and energy between
two phases, see for example Sirignano [21]. A straight-I forward algebraic manipulation shows that three additional

terms enter into the right hand side of Eq. (A-5). These
three terms represent the effects of mass addition, ¥ I
distributed bodv force, -(F/f) and the entropy
generation .P( due to non-equilibrium phenomena, and
exchange of thermal energy between two phases. The rate of
entropy SkgXT.p. is given by the following expression

jeD5 = fI[1P -wo )- U_ a,T3 t !;K--
kPD?. 4 [LD D t XTI

Addition of (C-l) in the right hand side of (A-5),which
contains the entropy generation due to gas phase reaction,
gives the wave equation for liquid fuel spray combustion.
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